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Pause Every Day
Photography & Photo Notebook This Notebook is perfect multi-purpose has a lot of space so is
ideal for fill pages by writing notes or jotting down thoughts. If you would like to see a sample of
the notebook, click on the Look inside feature. The Awesome Press is series which offer much
more Best & High Quality Notebooks - just check out other our products. Specifications:
Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Pages: 110 Lined Pages Cover: Softback, Glossy
Binding: Perfect Binding High-Quality Paper Make sure to check out the others colors/style our
Notebooks by clicking on author's page.Get yours today!

A World of Pausabilities
This book is an investigation of movement, particularly dance. What kind of movement is
dance? What is dance in India? And, what is it to dance in India? It recognizes the diversity
and complexity of practice in India, but also of the contingent (institutional) circumstances
through which performances emerge and become visible. This volume assembles writing that
combines description with analytics of movement practices in India in our time. Essayists
include performers, theorists, historians and cultural critics. The essays are discursive
interventions on a wide variety of topics that concern the many fields of dance practice. The
themes range from questions of periodization to the temporal, the archive, the proximate body
and its potentialities, spaces and audiences, and policy interventions on behalf of performance.

Researching Your Own Practice
Cut through the noise and find your way back home There is so much noise, so many voices.
It's easy to lose yourself in the midst of it all. Out of habit, you fill the rare moments of silence
with something--anything--without even realizing. And yet, God, your inner wisdom and your
body are always speaking to you, giving you guidance. The question is: are you listening? As a
mental health counselor and coach, Ally Rose was familiar with helping her clients navigate
their way out of overwhelm and feeling stuck. When she realized that she had lost her own way
in the sea of noise and other people's expectations--living a life that appeared perfectly fine
from the outside, but was slowly killing her inside--Ally knew her only option was to take herself
through the healing process she had been guiding others through for years. And so The Divine
Pause was born. If you feel that you've gone astray from your authentic self and want to find
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your way back to her, to Divine Love, and to yourself, this book is for you. The Divine Pause is
an invitation to take a moment, reflect, recenter and reconnect with your Inner Wisdom in the
midst of our noisy world, one affirmation at a time.

Press Pause
'Pause' is a space for you to take twenty minutes each week to curl up and reflect; appreciate
and celebrate your life - every wild minute of it. Our minds can be tricky and confusing places,
but something incredible happens when you pause to tune into yourself and put pen to paper.
Filled with fun questions, thought-provoking prompts over 52 weeks, inspiring stories, free
journaling pages and to-do notes, and incredible photography, it's a place to reflect and
remember, capture dreams and opportunities, explore ideas and desires, celebrate the highs,
reflect on the lows and jot down and your thoughts, feelings and experiences.

Pause
Cherish your inner introvert with this notebook for taking a step back, quelling the chaos, and
embracing your creativity! Spending quality time alone can help you recharge your batteries,
excavate your true feelings, and enrich your everyday experience. This journal celebrates the
importance of shutting out the chaos and taking time to reflect. Through a series of creative
journaling prompts, The Power of Quiet will take you on a pleasant and restorative journey of
self-discovery. • Over 100 questions to fill your days with quiet solitude and reflection. •
Encourages self-discovery and the celebration of your most introverted qualities. • Creative
exercises and engaging art help to inspire your natural creativity.

Life by Design
Kids bickering? Schedule jam-packed? Dishes and laundry both piled up high? Perhaps it’s
time you pressed pause. Whether you’re juggling a career, kids’ schedules, and church
commitments or you’re covered in spit-up and anxious about what the next eighteen years
might hold, you can carve out a few quiet moments to rejuvenate your spirit. Pressing Pause
offers you a calm way to start your day, to refresh yourself in Jesus and drink deeply of His
presence so that you are ready to pour out love, time, and energy into the people who matter
most to you. These 100 encouraging devotions for moms will help you begin each day with
Scripture, drawing on God’s power, ingesting His Word, and learning practical ways to love
and serve more like His Son. Just a few minutes each day can help you center your heart and
mind on what God has for you as His beloved daughter. So resist the rush. Halt the hustle.
Press pause and find some calm in the chaos. Karen Ehman is a Proverbs 31 Ministries
speaker, a New York Times bestselling author, and a writer for Encouragement for Today, an
online devotional that reaches more than 1 million women daily. She has written nine books.
Connect with her at KarenEhman.com. Ruth Schwenk is a pastor’s wife, mom of four
energetic kids, lover of coffee, and dreamer of big dreams. She is the creator of
TheBetterMom.com, and along with her husband, Patrick, ForTheFamily.org.

Pressing Pause
Poems about animals we live around, nature and its affects on us, also other things to pause
and think about. Contains color pictures. this is a paperback with thirty-six pages, twenty-eight
poems.
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Finding Zen, Here and Now
Sometimes we just need to take a pause -- to stop, breathe, and take a moment for ourselves.
To be mindful. Told in rhyming verse and beautifully illustrated, A World of Pausabilities is an
inviting introduction to mindfulness. Following a neighborhood on a summer day, readers will
learn how to apply mindfulness to simple, everyday moments, and how days are filled with
endless possibilities to take a pause. Includes a Note to Parents and Caregivers that further
discusses mindfulness and ways to introduce pauses into your child's life. Age range 4-8.

The Power of Quiet
Press Pause shares the story of Maureen Spataro's breakdown, and the treatment that would
have her revisit the traumas from her past - traumas that she thought she had already dealt
with.

Finding the Gift
Over 90% of children and adolescents play electronic or computerized games, and 25% play
for three hours a day or even longer. Although some degree of video game playing is normal,
excessive playing can negatively impact schoolwork, kids' social lives, and even their health.
Pause and Reset is aimed at parents concerned about the role of gaming in their children's
lives. In this informative, reader-friendly book, addiction expert Dr. Nancy Petry sheds light on
what constitutes problematic video gaming and what does not, how to determine whether a
child, adolescent or young adult may be "addicted" to gaming or developing problems with it,
and when to seek professional help. Setting this book apart from others on the subject, the
author also provides accessible explanations of the latest science behind how gaming
addiction impacts children, adolescents, and families; she also explores the question of
whether gaming may have positive effects in certain situations. Finally, Dr. Petry offers three
simple, easy-to-implement steps parents can take to reduce and reverse the harmful effects of
gaming: Record, Replace, and Reward. Pause and Reset also provides exercises and
worksheets to support parents' efforts to help their kids.

365 Days of Self-Care: A Journal
'I don't know where to stop praising Benny and this amazing book' - HEATHER MORRIS, The
Tattooist of Auschwitz 'This bookis the stuff folk tales are made of. How wonderful that
sometimes they are true' - MARTIN FREEMAN 'An engaging bookThere wasn't one anecdote
or episode that didn't make you wish to hear more about it' - THE TIMES *** What a century of
life experience can teach us about happiness, ambition, courage, love and how to make the
most of the lives we've been given. How many people do you know grew up as a poor
immigrant in America during the Great Depression, won a scholarship to Harvard Law School,
landed on the beaches of Normandy on D Day, were present at the liberation of concentration
camps including Buchenwald, Mauthausen and Flossenburg, held leading Nazis to account at
the Nuremberg trials and have fought for an International Criminal Court to hold war criminals
to account the world over? Now you know one. Benjamin Ferencz turned 100 in 2020. In this
extraordinary book, he shares his remarkable life story and the nine humble, compelling and
life-affirming lessons he's learned along the way that we can all harness for ourselves. ***
'Warm, wise and inspiring - a book for our times by one of the world's most remarkable human
beings' - PHILIPPE SANDS, author of East West Street and The Ratline 'Ferencz is a true
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survivor and Mensch! He has wonderful humour, patience and gratitude. The book is a must
read' - DR EDITH EGER, author of The Choice and The Gift 'This is a life-affirming and
beautiful book from a great human being. There are simple truths here to treasure' - BART
VAN ES, author of The Cut Out Girl 'I read this in one go and it felt like moments Here is
wisdom stripped to the necessary minimum - spare but nutritious. This is the good stuff' - NEIL
OLIVER

Present, Not Perfect
15 Minute Pause is an inspirational playbook that explores where you are now, where you
want to be and how to get there. It's for those who are ready to make a small change and a big
difference to their happiness and well-being at home, work or community. Do you need a
reboot, if not now, then when?

A Garfield Guide to Posting Online
Parting Words
From its publication in 1992 Pause and Effect has become a cornerstone of the study of
punctuation across the world. Described as 'magisterial' by Lynne Truss in her best-selling
Eats, Shoots and Leaves, this book has stimulated interest and scholarly debates among
writers, literary critics, philosophers, linguists, rhetoricians, palaeographers and all those who
study the use of language. To celebrate this extraordinary achievement, Pause and Effect has
been republished in September 2008, coinciding with the publication of the author's new work,
Their Hands Before Our Eyes. The first part of Pause and Effect identifies the graphic symbols
of punctuation and deals with their history. It covers the antecedents of the repertory of
symbols, as well as the ways in which the repertory was refined and augmented with new
symbols to meet changing requirements. The second part offers a short general account of the
principal influences which have contributed to the ways in which the symbols have been
applied in texts, focusing on the evidence of the practice itself rather than on theorists. The
treatment enables the reader to compare usages in different periods, and to isolate the
principles which underlie the use of punctuation in all periods. The examples and plates which
are at the core of the book provide the reader with an opportunity to test the author's
observations. The examples are taken from a wide range of literary texts from different periods
and languages. Latin texts are accompanied by English translation intended to illustrate the
use of punctuation in the originals in so far as this is possible.

You Meet You
A beautifully illustrated workbook that helps women slow down and enjoy life rather than
pushing for perfection. Most women today are frantic, lost in an endless cycle of busyness
caused by constant pressure to perform up to unrealistic expectations of perfection, many of
which are self-imposed. This journal cuts to the heart of the problem by showing women how
to reconnect with their inner selves through solitude, introspection, and contemplation of what's
truly important to them as individuals and family members. Give yourself permission to be
Present, Not Perfect.

Where the Dead Pause, and the Japanese Say Goodbye: A Journey
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Hurry snag this now! Don't miss out on this awesome gamer notebook. For everyone young
and old that loves taking a fun break in life and from reality by playing games and game
systems. Great gift for anyone that gets lost in the couch or chair while spending minutes,
hours, or days playing games. Great for parents that play with their kids, for tweens, teenagers
and even grown adults men and women boys and girls.

15 Minute Pause: A Radical Reboot for Busy People
2013: An unhinged researcher into U.S. 'black sites' struggles to remember what he is doing at
the wheel of his speeding car: his estranged wife and a person he cannot recognize are
unconscious in the seats behind him. 1839: A failed explorer obsessed with a famous rival sets
out into Australia's uncharted deserts, wagering the lives of his few remaining followers in his
last bad bet for fame. Near future: A former child prodigy prepares for his cryonic preservation,
deliriously anticipating the celebrations that will greet him on his resurrection.

Ready Player One
A set of bold theoretical reflections on how the social photo has remade our world. With the
rise of the smart phone and social media, cameras have become ubiquitous, infiltrating nearly
every aspect of social life. The glowing camera screen is the lens through which many of seek
to communicate our experience. But our thinking about photography has been slow to catchup; this major fixture of everyday life is still often treated in the terms of art or journalism. In
The Social Photo, social theorist Nathan Jurgenson develops bold new ways of understanding
photography in the age of social media and the new kinds of images that have emerged: the
selfie, the faux-vintage photo, the self-destructing image, the food photo. Jurgenson shows
how these devices and platforms have remade the world and our understanding of ourselves
within it.

Press Pause
Are your days full? Are you tired and craving quiet for your soul? You're not alone. If days filled
with obligations and never-ending to-do lists leave you feeling anxious and overwhelmed, you
can find the peace your soul longs for. In Settle My Soul, authors Karen Ehman and Ruth
Schwenk invite you to carve out a few moments in your day to deepen your relationship with
the Lord through 100 encouraging devotions. Karen and Ruth are women who understand all
that you're juggling, and they desire for you to experience the refreshment that comes only
from the Lord. Settle My Soul is the companion to the best-selling devotional Pressing Pause.
With just a few minutes, you can connect with God, set aside your busyness and worries,
center your thoughts on Him and His Word, and restore your peace of mind. Each devotional
includes a brief but meaningful devotional message, applicable scripture, guided prayer, and
reflection questions. Throughout the book you'll also find journaling pages for deeper reflection.
Perfect gift for birthdays and Mother's Day. Over 100,000 copies sold! Settle My Soul was
named the 2020 ECPA Christian Book Award winner for the Devotion and Gift category. Your
life is loud. But if you will just press pause for a few minutes each day, you can discover what
Jesus longs to give you: His peace.

Because Every Picture Tells a Story
Whether you are cruising down Californias Pacific Coast Highway, the Great Ocean Road, or
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the ever iconic Route 66, road trips are about singing at the top of your lungs, exploring local
secrets, and creating memories that last a lifetime Lifes a ROADTRIP is the latest instalment in
the Insert Your Story series, followingSwept Away by WANDERLUST and My BUCKETLIST,
its here to inspire you to plan and kick start the road trip of your dreams. Filled with travel
prompts, inspiring quotes, and stories from professional nomads this journal is made for you to
scribble down your favorite sing-a-longs, stick in your own postcard worthy photos, and give
you a place to keep your festival passes covered in mud. Build and record every second of
your road trip adventures with a traceable world map, thought provoking questions and
planning pages for all the places youll go and the places youve yet to get to.

The Divine Pause
Terry Hershey, popular speaker and frequent retreat leader, understands that life is busy and
getting busier. However, he also knows from personal experience that there is an inevitable
price to pay if we don't regularly take time simply to pause and let our souls catch up with our
bodies. In The Power of Pause, Hershey counters the cultural decree that says we must
always be busy if life is to be fulfilling. Through 52 short chapters featuring powerful stories,
inspiring quotations, and everyday opportunities for simplicity, we learn to relish the practice of
resting as we take back the life we were always intended to have.

Sharenthood
Discover your confidence with this fun and empowering journal based on the #1 bestseller The
Confidence Code for Girls. Do you want to take chances, live fearlessly, and become your
most authentic self? This colorful, interactive journal makes it easy and exciting for girls to
learn the confidence-building skills that will shape them into courageous young women. Based
on the in-depth research of the bestselling phenomenon The Confidence Code for Girls, this
journal will help teens and tweens tackle any challenge. Filled with writing prompts, confidence
boosting activities, quizzes, and more! With a few minutes of writing a day, girls can develop
tips, tricks, and strategies to dump doubt, press pause on perfectionism, and catapult into
confidence.

Time to Pause
This book is best experienced as a handy, print copy as it contains journalling space for each
of the pause and reflect exercises. This helps you create and document your personal journey
within the book. Do look up the print copy availability for your location! However, if you are sure
you want to purchase this Kindle edition, would recommend that you have a journal handy to
write down your thoughts for each exercise as you work through them and start the simple
journey of finding zen in the here and now. Too often, in the rush of daily living, we dismiss the
omnipresent grace of the universe. What does it take to recognize this, respect it, and use
external metaphors to dig deeper within ourselves? By finding zen in the here and now and in
everyday things, each one of us can begin the journey to connect to our true selves. This book
uses poetry and journaling as a means to allow you to explore your self in a conscious, mindful
way. The collection of carefully strung thirty poems and exercises can be used as a guide over
a month’s time.

Pause If You Must, But Don't Stop
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Finding the Gift: Daily Meditations for Mindfulness encourages readers to press pause for a
few moments every day to gain life-changing insights from metaphors found in the most
unlikely places. Whether it's from watching a favorite pet, a calm moment with nature, or a trip
through the car wash, lessons to challenge and improve our well-being are everywhere, when
we're mindfully watching for them. In Finding the Gift, Angela Howell has captured 366 unique
meditations to help readers see life from a greater perspective, so they can really "get the
lesson" and apply new insights to their own lives. As we embrace mindful living and improve
how we show up in the world, the world becomes a better place for everyone.

The Confidence Code for Girls Journal
It's one thing to understand how important self-care is, but how many of us actually manage to
make the time do it? In 365 Days of Self-Care, CEO and founder of The Blurt Foundation,
Jayne Hardy encourages you to take some time each and every day to be mindful, to check-in
and prioritise the things that are truly important to you. This ebook edition contains: 365 daily
prompts and trackers to note your moods, sleep and more; thoughtful mini-essays to prompt
some deeper work; and check-in pages to help you see your progress - everything you need to
get started on your self-care journey. Examples of daily prompts include: · Day 1: Boost · Day
52: Appreciate · Day 142: Rebel · Day 209: Thankful · Day 327: Courage With the flexibility of
choosing to start the journal anytime; on any day, in any year, this is the essential companion
for bringing more self-care into your life.

The Power of Pause
Central to caring professions such as teaching is the need to notice and be sensitive to the
experiences of pupils and teachers. Starting from this position, Researching Your Own
Practice demonstrates that in order to develop your professional practice you must first
develop your own sensitivities and awareness. One must be attuned to fresh possibilities when
they are needed and be alert to such a need through awareness of what is happening at any
given time. By giving a full explanation of this theory and a guide to its implementation, this
book provides a practical approach to becoming more methodical and systematic in
professional development. It also gives the reader a basis for turning professional development
into practitioner research, as well as giving advice on how noticing can be used to improve any
research, or be used as a research paradigm in its own right. The discipline of noticing is a
groundbreaking approach to professional development and research, based upon noticing a
possibility for the future, noticing a possibility in the present moment and reflecting back on
what has been noticed before in order to prepare for the future. John Mason, one of the
discipline's most authoritative exponents, provides us here with a clear, persuasive and
practical guide to its understanding and implementation.

Split Decisions
Identifies the symptoms of menopause and perimenopause, discusses the risks and benefits of
hormone-replacement therapy, and offers advice on adjusting to life after menopause.

Tilt Pause Shift
A beautifully illustrated workbook that helps readers find their purpose and create the life they
truly want. Applying design thinking to work and life is a burgeoning trend, and Life by Design
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is a journal that functions as a practical workbook to help readers apply the principles of life
design to their own decision-making. From career to love to extracurricular pursuits, this book
helps readers figure out how to innovate and iterate their way to a well-lived life. Each spread
offers a list prompt that encourages readers to think about where they are and where they want
to go, and offers life design advice related to the prompt. By completing one list per week, the
readers will be able to map out a clear plan to achieve the happiness they deserve.

Pause and Reset
Life moving too fast? Press pause! You don’t need to live your life feeling frazzled. Press
Pause is a gentle reminder that we all need to honor self-care. Each page is a guide into just
how to give ourselves what we need in refreshing ways. Press Pause goes beyond bubble
baths to help you find ways to support your physical, mental, and spiritual health that feel
comfortable for you—and fit into your real life. -Over 120 pages of ideas and inspiration to help
you slow down and find renewed energy -Get the little secrets with powerful promises for a
stronger, healthier you -Give yourself the gift of minutes a day—devoted to your care and wellbeing! Ready to reduce stress, improve your health and happiness, and feel you’re at your
best? Start with Press Pause!

You Can't Just Pause a Game: Lined Journal
Daily Diary / journal / notebook to write in, for creative writing, for creating lists, for Scheduling,
Organizing and Recording your thoughts. Makes an excellent gift idea for birthdays, Christmas,
coworkers or any special occasion. Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" 120 page Softcover bookbinding
Flexible Paperback

Pause and Effect
From baby pictures in the cloud to a high school's digital surveillance system: how adults
unwittingly compromise children's privacy online. Our children's first digital footprints are made
before they can walk--even before they are born--as parents use fertility apps to aid
conception, post ultrasound images, and share their baby's hospital mug shot. Then, in rapid
succession come terabytes of baby pictures stored in the cloud, digital baby monitors with builtin artificial intelligence, and real-time updates from daycare. When school starts, there are
cafeteria cards that catalog food purchases, bus passes that track when kids are on and off the
bus, electronic health records in the nurse's office, and a school surveillance system that has
eyes everywhere. Unwittingly, parents, teachers, and other trusted adults are compiling digital
dossiers for children that could be available to everyone--friends, employers, law
enforcement--forever. In this incisive book, Leah Plunkett examines the implications of
"sharenthood"--adults' excessive digital sharing of children's data. She outlines the mistakes
adults make with kids' private information, the risks that result, and the legal system that
enables "sharenting." Plunkett describes various modes of sharenting--including "commercial
sharenting," efforts by parents to use their families' private experiences to make money--and
unpacks the faulty assumptions made by our legal system about children, parents, and privacy.
She proposes a "thought compass" to guide adults in their decision making about children's
digital data: play, forget, connect, and respect. Enshrining every false step and bad choice,
Plunkett argues, can rob children of their chance to explore and learn lessons. The Internet
needs to forget. We need to remember.
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The Well-Watered Woman
“Read it. You will be uplifted.”—Ruth Ozeki, Zen priest, author of A Tale for the Time Being
Marie Mutsuki Mockett's family owns a Buddhist temple 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power plant. In March 2011, after the earthquake and tsunami, radiation levels
prohibited the burial of her Japanese grandfather's bones. As Japan mourned thousands of
people lost in the disaster, Mockett also grieved for her American father, who had died
unexpectedly. Seeking consolation, Mockett is guided by a colorful cast of Zen priests and
ordinary Japanese who perform rituals that disturb, haunt, and finally uplift her. Her journey
leads her into the radiation zone in an intricate white hazmat suit; to Eiheiji, a school for Zen
Buddhist monks; on a visit to a Crab Lady and Fuzzy-Headed Priest’s temple on Mount Doom;
and into the "thick dark" of the subterranean labyrinth under Kiyomizu temple, among other
twists and turns. From the ecstasy of a cherry blossom festival in the radiation zone to the
ghosts inhabiting chopsticks, Mockett writes of both the earthly and the sublime with
extraordinary sensitivity. Her unpretentious and engaging voice makes her the kind of
companion a reader wants to stay with wherever she goes, even into the heart of grief itself.

Press Pause
LIVE BETTER IN YOUR BODY. Pain is an epidemic. It prevents you from performing at your
best because it robs you of concentration, power, and peace of mind. But most pain is
preventable and treatable, and healing is within your grasp. Hundreds of thousands of people
around the globe have taken life “by the balls” and circumvented a dismal future of painkillers,
surgeries, and hopelessness by using Jill Miller’s groundbreaking Roll Model Method. The Roll
Model gives you the tools to change the course of your life in less than 5 minutes a day. You
are a fully equipped self-healing organism, and this book will guide you through easy-toperform self-massage techniques that will erase pain and improve your performance in
whatever activities you pursue. The Roll Model teaches you how to improve the quality of your
life no matter your size, shape, or condition. Within these pages you will find: Inspiring stories
of people just like you who have altered the course of their lives by using the Roll Model
Method Accessible explanations of how and why this system works based on the science of
your body and the physiological effects of rolling Step-by-step rolling techniques to help
awaken your body’s resilience from head to toe so that you have more energy, less stress,
and greater performance Whether you’re living with constant discomfort, seeking to improve
your mobility, or trying to avoid medication and surgery, this book provides empowering and
effective solutions for becoming your own best Roll Model.

The Roll Model
Is it time to take a break from feminism? In this pathbreaking book, Janet Halley reassesses
the place of feminism in the law and politics of sexuality. She argues that sexuality involves
deeply contested and clashing realities and interests, and that feminism helps us understand
only some of them. To see crucial dimensions of sexuality that feminism does not reveal--the
interests of gays and lesbians to be sure, but also those of men, and of constituencies and
values beyond the realm of sex and gender--we might need to take a break from feminism.
Halley also invites feminism to abandon its uncritical relationship to its own power. Feminists
are, in many areas of social and political life, partners in governance. To govern responsibly,
even on behalf of women, Halley urges, feminists should try taking a break from their own
presuppositions. Halley offers a genealogy of various feminisms and of gay, queer, and trans
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theories as they split from each other in the United States during the 1980s and 1990s. All
these incommensurate theories, she argues, enrich thinking on the left not despite their break
from each other but because of it. She concludes by examining legal cases to show how taking
a break from feminism can change your very perceptions of what's at stake in a decision and
liberate you to decide it anew.

The Pause
Paige Burkes offers simple ways to make joy your mantra every day with The Joy of Now
Journal: Mindfulness in Five Minutes a Day, a perfect gift book for friends and loved ones. A
beautiful, full-color guided journal that readers can use to help them appreciate the beauty of
the present moment and “live in the now.” With insightful questions, inspiring quotations, and
thoughtful meditations, this journal is a guide to mindfulness for anyone who spends too much
time thinking about the past and/or worrying about the future.

Three Pioneers
"Nermal loves posting on social media. But Arlene and Garfield think Nermal is sharing too
much personal information. Online security expert Dr. Cybrina helps Nermal learn how much is
too much to share online"--

Life's a Roadtrip
Pause Every Day is a beautiful collection of mindful practices that you can dip in and out of
either daily or when you are feeling in the need of a little calm, clarity or space to think. In
today's fast-paced world, it is easy for our minds to become so busy that we can no longer see
clearly, feel at peace or get a restful night's sleep. The guided 'pauses' are divided into
sections: Pause for Calm Pause for Vitality Pause for Restful Sleep Pause for Perspective
Pause for Clarity Pause for Gratitude Pause for Technology Engaging the physical body, the
mind and the emotions, Pause Every Day teaches you in less than 10 minutes a day how to
bring the power of pausing into all the challenges and opportunities you are faced with in
everyday life.

Settle My Soul
Feeling overwhelmed, burned out, or stuck? Discover the power of the pause. Sometimes life
throws you for a loop. You're stressed out at your job; you're torn between work and family;
your motivation and productivity are taking a nosedive. Your impulse might be to lean in and
tough it out, but what you may really need to do is take a step back. Reassess your life with a
clear head and dive back in with purpose and poise. In this enlightening book, Rachael
O'Meara guides you through the steps of your own pause journey: - The signs that you're in
need of a meaningful break - Planning your optimal pause--whether it's as short as a day or as
long as an epic journey - Reentering the world with renewed clarity and purpose. Incorporating
the latest findings from psychology and neuroscience and peppered with inspiring stories of
successful pauses, this book will show you that the fastest way to happiness is to slow down.
Whether you pause by taking a five-minute walk outside, spending a day unplugged from
digital devices, or taking a few weeks off to yourself, Pause will give you the tools to find what
"lights you up" and the ability to lead the most satisfying and fulfilling life you choose. As seen
in The Washington Post.
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The Social Photo
Discover the bottomless, refreshing Well of God’s Word—and experience a fullness and peace
beyond your circumstances. In the chaos of our everyday, it can be difficult to live out and
apply the truths of Scripture. We want more of Jesus, but we find ourselves looking to our own
lives and accomplishments for our worth and identity. And while that may buoy us for a time,
we’re often left feeling dried up, discouraged, and longing for more. Gretchen Saffles knows
what it’s like to feel overwhelmed and unable to flourish. In The Well-Watered Woman,
Gretchen leads us to the Well of fullness, the Word of freedom, and the Way of fruitfulness.
She teaches that God’s Word will satisfy us for all eternity. Using Scripture and her own
personal story of surrender, Gretchen offers spiritually hungry women tangible tools to not only
know Jesus more but to live a life that thoroughly enjoys Him, seeks Him, and follows Him into
freedom.

The Joy of Now Journal
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Steven
Spielberg. “Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure
leads expertly to the next, time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A
quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only
time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world
where most of humanity spends their days. When the eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he
leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of
decades past. Whoever is first to solve them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the
OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take
this prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice •
Chicago Sun-Times • iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry
Potter.”—HuffPost “An addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and
all heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of pop
culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . .
Cline is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s both
hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of
fun and winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too
distant from our own.”—iO9
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